
Sunday, August 13, 2017 
10:00am -12:00pm or 1:00 – 3:00pm 

 
Fun with your Cutter – Decorated T-Shirts with HTV and Glitter Vinyl 

with Jerry Hunter and Elaine O’Hanlon 
Downloading Cut Files, Applying Heat Transfer Vinyl to T-Shirt and  

Introduction to Layering HTV 
 

 
 

Supplies Needed 
 Brother Scan N Cut 2 (CW650W) or Silhouette Cameo cutting machine with all cords and cables (please be sure 

your cutting machine has been updated with the latest firmware updates  
 Cutting Mat and weeding tools of your choice  
 Laptop computer with wi-fi capability 
 Silhouette Studio software installed on your computer (for Cameo users) or 
 Brother Scan n Cut Canvas account (for Scan n Cut 2 users) 
 A flash drive so we can give you the design for your cutting machine.   

      
We will have a class kit available for purchase at our meeting which will contain two black T-Shirts, and enough HTV to 
decorate both shirts. You will need to notify us of your T-shirt size when you sign up for the class. Each kit will be $12.00. 
This month we will bring enough for one kit per attendee. 
 
In this class we will be cutting Heat Transfer Vinyl (HTV) and applying it to a black T-shirt with a home iron. We will be 
creating a one color design as well as a three color design where we will teach you how to cut and align the colors. For 
the one color shirt, you can use any design or saying of your choice. We will help you convert it to a cut file if it is not 
already a cut file for your cutter. For the two color shirt, we will provide the heart design shown in the photo. The font for 
the “This Grandma Rocks!” shirt is “Mysterious Lover” and was downloaded for free (for personal use only) from 
www.dafont.com. 
 
In previous classes, we have handed out lists of websites where you can purchase cut files. You may want to shop 
around before class to find a design you would like to apply to your one color shirt. Please keep your design simple, as 
the more detail in the design, the harder it will be to weed. Weeding does take practice so if this your first time 
weeding vinyl, please keep it simple! 
 
 
 Denotes items available for purchase at Dublin Sewing Center. These items should always be purchased at Dublin 
Sewing Center to ensure that you have the correct product and to ensure that we can continue to teach these Clubs at a 
low price. Please remember, though, that we only carry a few of each item at a time so it is best to purchase your items 
prior to the class (in person or by phone).  
 
 
 

 
 

 

http://www.dafont.com/�

